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1. What does this EMCdownload publication include?
This EMCdownload publication includes two separate PDFs.

– A PDF called PoetrySpark_Print.
This PDF includes the full publication in a print-friendly form for
your reference or to use as worksheets for students. The A4 printable
activity pages look like this:

– A Video PDF called PoetrySpark_Screen.
This Video PDF includes all the video clips referred to in the activities.
Activities which use a video clip are indicated with this icon in both the
print and screen versions:
Clicking on this icon in the screen-friendly
Video PDF will take you directly to the video page.

The Video PDF also provides a screen-friendly version of the
publication for showing on a whiteboard via your computer and data
projector. The screen-friendly versions of the activity pages look like this:

2. How do I play the video clips?
First make sure you have saved the file to your desktop.
To play the video clips you need to open the file in Adobe Reader 9 or above. NB: The video files will not
display or play if you open the PDF in Adobe Reader 8 or below. You can download this free application
by clicking here.
Follow the instructions to install the latest version of the Adobe Reader program. Once it is installed and
you have agreed the license, open the program.
Go to ‘File – Open’ and navigate your way to the Video PDF you have downloaded: ‘PoetryRosen_
Screen’.
Move your cursor onto the video image. Click and the video will begin to play within the page.
To play the video clips to a class you will need a computer, data projector and screen.

3. How can I play the video clips full screen?
Position the cursor on the video image. On a PC: right click. On a Mac right click or ‘Control+click’.

4. How do I stop the video clips playing?
Either move to another page in the PDF or click the Play/Pause button on the control panel, as shown
here. NB: The control panel is visible only when you move your cursor over the video image.

5. What do I do after the video clip has ﬁnished playing in full screen mode?
To exit full screen mode, press the escape button on your computer.
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Teachers’ Notes
Michael Rosen’s poetry is fun. His performances are high energy and he has a way of drawing the
audience in and keeping them hooked. The poems are catchy, but they have hidden depths. In this unit
he performs four poems that lend themselves particularly well to providing a stimulus for pupil’s own
writing. Hence the title of the unit, ‘The Poetry Writing Spark’.
The emphasis on the unit is on being playful with language, experimenting with words, repetition and
patterning. Michael’s own poems are richly patterned and the activities use his approaches as a startingpoint. Once pupils see how easy it is to experiment with words to create poetry, they can go on to
develop their ideas: honing, polishing and making fresh choices to get the effect they’re looking for.
There’s a game element to some of the activities and it’s a good idea to capitalise on this by encouraging
students to have fun and have a go, without worrying too much about producing polished work at
this first stage. For example, if they’re doing the class poem for ‘The Bus Goes On’, you could try it as
suggested, as a game almost like ‘In my basket there is...’ (or ‘My grandmother’s cat is...’), but if your
students feel nervous of that, you could give students a minute to think up a line and ask for volunteers.
These kinds of adaptations will help you tweak the activities to suit particular classes.
Along the way there are opportunities to reflect on Michael Rosen’s poems and performances, talking
about how they work and the effects they create. But in the end, the unit is more about sparking writing in
a lively way and less about reading and analysis. This is why we have allowed the performances to speak
for themselves and haven’t included the written versions in the unit.

Michael Rosen Online
If you would like to read more poems or see more performances by Michael Rosen, you can find
everything you need to know about him on his website: http://www.michaelrosen.co.uk/
For more performances on video, you might want to look at The Poetry Station:
http://www.thepoetrystation.org.uk
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Camping
The performance
Michael Rosen is a poet who likes playing with language, often writes humorous poems and draws on his
own experience and memories.
1.

Before watching the performance, predict the kinds of things he might write about in a humorous
poem about a camping holiday.

2.

Now watch Michael Rosen performing his poem ‘Camping’.

Your thoughts and feelings about the performance
3.

With a partner, talk about what you thought of the poem and performance.
– What did you like about it?
– Did you find any of it humorous or entertaining? If so, why?
– How did it match your expectations?

Option 1 – Writing your own poem
A poem with a spoken refrain
Michael Rosen conjures up the family mood on the camping holidays he went on by using one phrase
over and over again. It’s the phrase his mother keeps repeating in complaining to his father and it
becomes like a ‘refrain’ in the poem, a line that recurs several times.
Many people have a word or phrase that they use a lot, like a ‘catchphrase’. Sometimes it’s amusing – the
kind of thing everyone teases them about – but sometimes people’s repeated phrases can be irritating.
Here are a few examples:
Mother to teenage son/daughter:

‘Don’t go out without your coat on…’
A parent when you’ve got yourself locked out for the tenth time:

‘If I’ve told you once, I’ve told you a thousand times…’
A grandparent’s phrase whenever they’re shocked or surprised:

‘Oh my giddy aunt!’
A little brother or sister’s constant complaint:

‘It’s not fair …’
1.

Think of some phrases that are used a lot by someone you know. It could be a parent, a
grandparent, another family member, a teacher or someone else.

2.

Share your ideas in small groups, then pick one person and their phrase, and see if you can make
it the refrain in a poem of your own about that person, or about a typical scene in which they keep
saying it.

For example, ‘Don’t go out without your coat on...’ could be the refrain in a poem called ‘Saturday Night’,
or ‘It’s not fair…’ could be the refrain for a poem about your younger brother or sister on a car journey.
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Option 2 – Writing a poem
A poem about holidays, trips and outings
Michael Rosen chose to write about what it was like on camping holidays with his parents. He doesn’t tell
the whole story, he just picks one aspect – the way his mother always complains about her frying pan. A
lot of the poem consists of him speaking in his mother’s voice.
Trips and holidays can make good material for a poem. Here are some possible trips that might spark off
ideas for you:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1.

the seaside
the theme park
the day trip
the package holiday
the scout/guide trip
the school trip
the trip to the zoo or safari park.

Choose one (or two) phrases that you could use as a ‘refrain’ through the poem. You could use a
phrase that someone says, like in ‘Camping’, or you could use another kind of phrase that relates to
the trip.

Here’s an example of using two sets of repeated phrases, ‘We went to Clacton on the train’ and ‘And the
tide went out and the tide came in/And Nicky Williams got left behind.’
2.

Talk about how the writer has used the repeated phrases and whether you think they work well.

We went to Clacton on the train
A swarm of pupils, bags and towels.
We camped on the beach and went in the sea
And the tide went out and the tide came in
And Nicky Williams got left behind.
We went to Clacton on the train
I was sick from the Dipper and the sweet sugar floss
But I still bought chips and a stick of rock
And the tide went out and the tide came in
And Nicky Williams got left behind.
									Barbara Bleiman

3.

Now have a go at writing your own poem, using your repeated phrases.
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The Newborn Child
1.

Watch the video performance of ‘The Newborn
Child’.

2.

Talk about your first ideas about the poem.

3.

Why is the poet asking so many questions?
What’s the point of the poem? You could
start your discussion by choosing from the
statements below the ones you most agree with
and explaining your reasons.
He wants to make us think about children’s lives.

He’s not really asking questions that he expects an answer to.

He’s making it seem like we have a choice of what to do about children and their lives.

He’s asking odd questions that can’t really be answered.

He’s writing about inequality – the fact that some children are more cared for than others.
He believes this is wrong.

Asking questions draws us in more than just telling us what he thinks.

Answering Michael Rosen’s questions
4.

What answers would you like to give in response to his questions? Try writing the answers you think
you’d like to give.

5.

Listen to each other’s answers.

6.

Use your favourite answers to write a poem in which you ask the question ‘What shall we do with the
newborn child?’ on one line and then on each alternate line, give your answer.

7.

Read your responses aloud, or display them on the classroom wall.
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